• 'made the most important discovery or invention' in Physics;
• 'made the most important discovery or improvement' in Chemistry; • 'made the most important discovery' in Physiology or Medicine; • 'produced the most outstanding work in an ideal direction' in Literature; • 'done the most or the best work for fraternity between nations, for the abolition or reduction of standing armies and for the holding and promotion of peace congresses ' (Nobel Foundation, 2004 ).
In 1900 the executors of Nobel's will established a private institution, the Nobel Foundation, to manage his bequest and to coordinate the work of the various prize-awarding institutions. The five original Nobel Prizes in Physics, Chemistry, Physiology or Medicine, Literature and Peace have been awarded annually since 1901.
It was not until 1968 that the Sveriges Riksbank (Bank of Sweden), as part of its tercentenary celebrations, instituted a sixth award: 'the Bank of Sweden Prize in Economic Sciences in Memory of Alfred Nobel'. The Economics Prize is then technically not a Nobel Prize, as it was not part of the terms of Nobel's will, rather it is a Nobel Memorial Prize funded by the Bank of Sweden on the basis of a perpetual annuity. However, the Prize is popularly known as the Nobel Prize in Economics. The Prize is awarded annually by the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences (which also awards the Prizes in Physics and Chemistry) in accordance with the same basic principles and rules as the original five Nobel Prizes. According to the statutes, 'the Prize shall be awarded annually to the person who has carried out a work in economic science of the eminent significance expressed in the Will of Alfred Nobel drawn up on November 27, 1895'. This means that it rewards specific discoveries, achievements or breakthroughs in economic science, rather than outstanding economists. First awarded in 1969, the Prize consists of a gold medal, a diploma bearing a citation and a sum of money (in recent years approximately $1 million).
Nomination and Selection Process
The work in handling nominations and the selection of the Nobel Memorial Laureates in Economics is largely undertaken by the Economics Prize Committee of the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences. Each year invitations to nominate candidates for the Prize in Economic Sciences are sent to:
1. Swedish and foreign members of the Academy; 2. members of the Economics Prize Committee; 3. recipients of the Prize in Economic Sciences; 4. permanent professors in relevant subjects at universities and colleges in Sweden, Denmark, Finland, Iceland and Norway; 5. holders of corresponding chairs in at least six universities or colleges, selected for the relevant year by the Academy to ensure the appropriate distribution between different countries and their seats of learning; and 6. other scientists from whom the Academy may see fit to invite proposals. Source: Nobel Foundation (2004) .
The Prize Committee investigates the nominations it receives (1 February being the latest date of receipt) and commissions studies by specially appointed experts of the most prominent nominated candidates. It then submits its recommendations in the form of a report (including the expert studies) to the Social Science Class of the Academy. In keeping with the statutes of the Nobel Foundation, information about the nominations is confidential and cannot be disclosed for a period of 50 years. The full Academy meets in midOctober to decide the final choice of Laureates (a maximum of three economists can be awarded the Prize in any one year) by a secret ballot. The Academy's final award decision, which must be made not later than 15 November, is usually reached after it has met in mid-October. The deliberations and votes of the Academy are kept secret. The annual presentation of the award -along with the Prizes for Physics, Chemistry, Physiology or Medicine, and Literature -is made in a formal ceremony, presided over by the Swedish Royal Family, at the Stockholm Concert Hall on 10 December, the anniversary of Alfred Nobel's death.
The Nobel Memorial Laureates in Economics
Over the 1969-2004 period, 55 economists have been awarded the Prize. Single awards have been made on 20 occasions and joint awards on 16 occasions. In the case of joint awards, the Prize has been shared between two economists on 13 occasions and between three economists on three occasions. Table 1 provides summary information on the 55 Nobel Memorial Laureates in Economics including:
• their year and country of birth; and citizenship if different from country of birth (column 3); • the university where they received their first degree and the year of its award (column 4); • the university where they received their higher degree and the year of its award (column 5); • their university/institutional affiliation at the time of the award of the Prize (column 6); • their broad field of study (column 7); and • the citation for which they received the Prize (column 8).
In what follows we use the summary information contained in Table 1 to comment on a number of characteristics of the awards.
Economics Prize Awards by Classification
It is possible to categorise the awards in a number of ways. For example, Lindbeck (1985) adopts a classification involving: 5 broad fields of study into various subfields. In the case of microeconomics, for example, one can identify such specialist areas as general equilibrium theory and welfare theory (as evidenced by the Prize citation for Hicks and Arrow: 1972) , and industrial organisation (as evidenced by the Prize citation for Stigler: 1982) . Second, some of the fields of study we have identified could be subsumed within broader categories, thus significantly reducing our elevenfold classification. Examples include grouping 'economic growth' and 'international economics' as part of 'macroeconomics', and treating 'econometrics' as part of 'methods of economic investigation'. Third, in line with our second qualification, there is inevitably a degree of overlap between certain of the broad fields we have identified. For example, as reflected in the 1999 Prize citation, Mundell's award could be classified under macroeconomics or international economics. Fourth, some Laureates' work classified under a particular heading feeds directly into other areas, again illustrating the problem of overlap. For example, much of the work of Akerlof and Stiglitz who (along with Spence) were jointly awarded the 2001 Prize 'for their analyses of markets with asymmetric information' has provided important microfoundations for new Keynesian macroeconomics. Having offered these qualifications in respect of our preferred classification, it is evident that roughly 58 per cent of the Prize awards have gone to the broad fields of microeconomics and macroeconomics. Three awards have been made in econometrics; two awards in each of financial economics, international economics, economic growth, methods of economic investigation and macroeconometrics; and a single award in each of public economics, development economics and economic history.
Laureates' Citizenship
Of the 55 economists who have, to date, been awarded the Prize, 36 have been US citizens. Of these, 27 were born in the USA and nine were foreign born. The fact that just under two-thirds of the awards, as of 2004, have been made to US citizens reflects the leading role the United States has played in pioneering economic research since 1969.
Next in terms of ranking by nationality of recipient are eight Laureates with UK citizenship. Of these, six were born in the UK and two were foreign born. The remaining awards under the heading of citizenship have been distributed as follows. Three awards to citizens of Norway. Two awards to citizens of Sweden. Single awards With respect to the affiliation of the Laureates, two points are worth noting. First, 41 out of the 55 Prize winners (75 per cent) have at the time of the award been affiliated to American universities, again illustrating the leading role the United States has played in pioneering modern economic research. Second, while acknowledg-7 ing the rank order of the 12 universities noted above, some economists have made their outstanding contributions while working in universities other than the one where they were in post at the time of the award. For example, Sen held professorial posts at Delhi University , the London School of Economics (1971-77) , the University of Oxford (1977-87) and Harvard University , before joining the University of Cambridge in 1998, the year in which he was awarded the Prize.
Laureates' Doctorates
Again, as one would expect, the Laureates have trained in some of the world's most renowned universities (see column 5 of Table 1 ). Of the 55 Laureates, 41 received their doctorates from 14 select universities. The 14 universities that have given doctoral training to two or more Laureates are (with names of Laureates and year they were awarded their doctorates in brackets): 
Forecasting Nobel Memorial Prize Winners in Economics
Anyone trying to forecast a likely future winner of the Nobel Memorial Prize in Economics would be well advised to bear in mind the information contained in Table 1 . In summary, of the 55 Prize winners: 65 per cent have been US citizens; 75 per cent have been affiliated to American universities; and 65 per cent have received their PhDs from American universities. As discussed in the case of the Laureates' affiliation, and the place of their doctoral training, there has been a marked concentration on a small number of top American universities.
Additional indicators of potential Nobel Memorial status include high citation counts (for further details, see, for example, Quandt, 1976; Grubel, 1979) and the prior award of prestigious honours. In the latter case, for example, a number of recipients of the John Bates Clark Medal have subsequently been awarded the Nobel Memorial Prize. The Medal -named after the American economist John Bates Clark, 1847-1938 -was instituted in 1947 by the American Economic Association and is awarded every two years to an American economist under the age of 40 who is adjudged to have made 'a significant contribution to economic thought and knowledge'. To date, of the 28 economists who have been awarded the John Bates Clark Medal (no award was made in 1953), 11 have subsequently been awarded the Nobel Memorial Prize, namely (with year of Medal award followed by year of Memorial Prize award): Samuelson (1947 Samuelson ( , 1970 Friedman (1951 Friedman ( , 1976 Tobin (1955 Tobin ( , 1981 Arrow (1957 Arrow ( , 1972 Klein (1959 Klein ( , 1980 ; Solow (1961 Solow ( , 1987 Becker (1967 Becker ( , 1992 McFadden (1975 McFadden ( , 2000 ; Stiglitz (1979 Stiglitz ( , 2001 ; Spence (1981 Spence ( , 2001 and Heckman (1983, 2000) . 1 In using the award of the John Bates Clark Medal as an indicator of potential Nobel Memorial status, one has to take into account an 1 Interestingly, the Francis A. Walker Medal (named after the American economist, Francis Walker, 1840-97), which was instituted in 1947 by the American Economic Association and awarded every five years to the living American economist who during their career has 'made the greatest contribution to economics', was discontinued in 1981 as the Nobel Memorial Prize had made it superfluous. Unlike the Francis A. Walker Medal, the Nobel Memorial Prize is not restricted to American economists. Feldstein, 1977; Jerry A. Hausman, 1985; Sandford J. Grossman, 1987; David M. Kreps, 1989; Paul R. Krugman, 1991; Lawrence H. Summers, 1993; David Card, 1995; Kevin M. Murphy, 1997; Andrei Shleifer, 1999; Mathew Rabin, 2001; Steven Levitt, 2003) For biographical details of many of these major economists, including their principal contributions, the reader is referred to Blaug (1999) and Blaug and Vane (2003) .
Controversy Surrounding the Award of a Nobel Memorial Prize in Economics
Ever since the idea of instituting a new award was first put forward, a degree of controversy has surrounded the Nobel Memorial Prize in Economics. At the outset, objections were raised by some members of the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences that Economics is a 'soft' social science, not sufficiently robust to be awarded a Prize by the Academy on a par with the 'hard' natural sciences of Physics and Chemistry. In addition, there were complaints that Economics does not contribute enough to the 'benefit of mankind' to be given a Prize in memory of Alfred Nobel in line with the views originally expressed in his will. Despite these concerns, the Academy nevertheless agreed to introduce the new Prize.
However, since its inception the award in Economics has been the subject of a number of other controversies. In particular three main criticisms have been made of the Prize. First, concerns have been voiced that the Prize Committee has shown a bias towards, and favoured, the Chicago School of neoclassical economics. As noted, of the 55 awards nine (Friedman, Schultz, Stigler, Miller, Coase, Becker, Fogel, Lucas and Heckman) have been made to faculty members of the University of Chicago and a further four (Simon, Buchanan, Markovitz and Scholes) to economists who received their doctoral training from the University of Chicago, but who were affiliated to other American universities at the time of the award. Taken together, 24 per cent of all Memorial Prizes in Economics have gone to faculty members, and doctoral-trained economists, of the University of Chicago.
Second, concerns have been expressed that some of the more recent awards are less meritorious than earlier ones. Unlike the original five Nobel Prizes which have been awarded since 1901, the Memorial Prize in Economics only started in 1969. In the first two decades following its inception the Academy needed to clear a long backlog of specific achievements by outstanding economists, many of whom made their seminal contributions in the 1940s and 1950s or even earlier. Eventually this accumulated debt to those who had made important breakthroughs in economics was met either by the award of the Prize, or the death of a potential Prize winner (the Prize cannot be given posthumously). In the latter case some outstanding economists were arguably denied the Prize either because they died before it was instigated (for example, John Maynard Keynes, , or before the debt to them could be honoured (for example, Joan Robinson, 1903 Robinson, -1983 . 2 Given these circumstances it has become more likely, since the 1990s, that the Prize may be awarded to more contemporary economists (notable exceptions being Coase and Vickrey, the 1991 and 1996 Laureates, who received the Prize when they were in their 80s). Perhaps this makes it inevitable that some recent awards are likely to be more contentious than many in the past. Moreover, as Lindbeck (2001) has noted, because the Prize selection committee has opted for a pluralist view of economic research, there will always be adherents of one perspective or another who adopt a critical stance towards work which they find has little sympathy with their own 'brand' of economics.
One recent award which did attract a degree of controversy was that in 1998 to Amartya Sen. A member of the Prize committee had even predicted that 'Sen will never get the prize' (Nasar, 1998). This statement was apparently based on Sen's interest in ethical matters and his rather broad research agenda; both were seen to be at vari-2 See Snowdon and Vane (1999, pp. 94, 127, 148-9, 247 and 283) ance with the neoclassical mainstream in economics. Other commentators have suggested that Sen's award was a form of 'Nobel penance', intended to restore the reputation of the Prize after it had arguably been 'tainted' by the business problems of its recipients the previous year: Myron Scholes and Robert Merton. Scholes and Merton were associated with Long-Term Capital Management, a hedge fund now infamous for prompting the near-collapse of the US financial system in the period just before Sen's award (Pressman and Summerfield, 2000) . For eloquent explanations of the clear merit in Sen's award, see Arrow (1999) and Atkinson (1999) .
Third, concerns have been voiced that the Nobel Memorial Prize has become an object of such desire, given the status and prestige it affords its recipients and the universities to which they are affiliated, that it results in a competitive and unseemly race. Indeed, the Nobel Memorial Prize has become so well known that it is promoted in the media as the economics equivalent of the annual Oscar awards in cinema: a partial reflection of the modernday cult of celebrity. Franco Modigliani, the 1985 Laureate, once jokingly commented that 'Nobel Prize winners are to the scientific establishment what cardinals are to the church. They are figures who command reverence and benevolence ' (Snowdon and Vane, 1999, p. 257) .
Our purpose in mentioning these criticisms is not to adjudicate on their validity but merely to highlight the degree of controversy that has surrounded the Nobel Memorial Prize in Economics since its inception.
Concluding Remarks
In conclusion, let us pose a question which we intend to be neither deep nor frivolous, merely interesting. What advice does our analysis offer to Nobel Memorial aspirants? We would suggest that they should try to meet at least some of the following criteria:
• be a US citizen (65 per cent of Laureates are);
• be affiliated to an American university (75 per cent of Laureates are); • more specifically be an affiliate of a member of an elite group of 12 universities with a track record of employing Laureates at the time of their elevation (ten of the 12 are in the US); • have doctoral training at one of 14 select universities with a track record of training Laureates (of these 14, eight are in the US and have trained more than half of all Laureates);
• first win a prestigious award like the John Bates Clark Medal (39 per cent have so far gone on to a Nobel Memorial award); • be affiliated to the University of Chicago or train there (nine awards to Chicago affiliates -more than twice as many as the next most successful institutions; seven Chicago doctoral students have subsequently won the Nobel Memorial Prize).
Only four (Hicks, Hayek, Kantorovich and Selten) of the 55 Laureates to date have received their award without meeting any of these criteria. A final apparent criterion is that the recipient should be a man. 'for the development of the input-output method and for its application to important economic problems' 'for their pioneering work in the theory of money and economic fluctuations and for their penetrating analysis of the interdependence of economic, social and institutional phenomena' Economic Growth Microeconomics Econometrics 'for his development of the contractual and constitutional bases for the theory of economic and political decision-making' 'for his contributions to the theory of economic growth' 'for his pioneering contributions to the theory of markets and efficient utilization of resources' 'for his clarification of the probability theory foundations of econometrics and his analyses of simultaneous economic structures' 
